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My Teaching Philosophy:
Students are designers in training, they are our future and my mission is to empower them personally
and professionally. Industry interaction, field trips, guest speakers and applicable projects will help
increase their understanding, but passionate teachers who care will keep them in school. My
teaching extends beyond the classroom into mentoring and guiding students on how to build upon
their own passions and lead enriched and productive lives. Academia has allowed me to use of all
my skills in one setting. Beyond my practice knowledge I am able to apply my program
development and marketing skills to yield positive results in program growth and expansion. Having
always been a non-traditional student I bring life perspective to my students. It allows me to relate
to a diverse group of students in all walks of life, such as 2nd career students, tech or community
college students, parents or grad students. My greatest rewards come from working directly with
students to make an interior design education and career more accessible for everyone who shares
that dream.

AWARENESS
As program director at Queens it was my job to
ensure that the program grew and people were
aware of what we were all about. Developing our
new mission, philosophy and program goals was
essential to success.

UNDERSTANDING
This is one example of a flyer I put together to
promote the program at student and professional
events. It explains what we do, where you can go in
the field and about our curriculum. Easy to
understand and contact us for more information.

ABILITY
I made sure that we were involved in every
opportunity to educate people about the program.
We conducted training for the marketing and
recruiting departments as well as all faculty and
potential students.

Program Intent & Curriculum

AWARENESS
At Queens budgets were tight and full-time faculty
at a minimum but numbers were growing. My job
included recruiting, evaluating and retaining faculty
for the program. Beverly Allen a practicing designer
was a part-time faculty member who assisted me
with administrative duties.

UNDERSTANDING
Having started out as an adjunct it was
important to me that they feel like part of the
department. They were given guild lines about
curriculum and included in program planning
sessions so that there was consistency and
understanding throughout. Melissa Gamez
worked with both the graphics design program
and ours maximizing her Interiors degree as
well as graphics background.

ABILITY
Not only can they do it, but they can teach it. Our
adjunct faculty were numerous but very well qualified
practicing professionals. My goal was to do everything
possible to ensure they were well supported and wanted
to return year after year.

Faculty and Administration

AWARENESS
With minimal department resources available
creativity was a must. By educating the other
faculty and staff about our program we were
then able to share other university resources
originally dedicated to other programs. Student
events such as these were held outside the
department.

UNDERSTANDING
Knowing how to maximize resources and use
industry initiatives designed to help students,
allowed us to continue the program . I never
take for granted resources and facilities or
administration willing to allocate them. Various
stair design projects displayed on cork board
walls installed by me during holiday break.

ABILITY
If the faculty can make it work then so will the
students. We always found a way, even if it
meant building it with our own two hands. You
make it work to ensure the students get what they
need. Wendy Nance presents her capstone
project to industry professionals and fellow
students using her own computer.

Learning Environment and Resources

AWARENESS
Being a traveler by nature I ensure that all of my
courses include some sort of international cultural
element. This clock was inspired by her French
ancestry and designed by Queens student Sarah
Malpass for a product design segment.

UNDERSTANDING
Not only what it looks like but what is the
history and how does it apply to the built
environment. Research and application help
fill the knowledge gaps. Queens students Ally,
Anna and Jennifer built their totem full scale
for a university art burst event.

ABILITY
Ensuring all students get a study abroad experience.
I took this group of students from Queens to Spain
for spring break 2013. Cost was built-in to tuition
and an integral part of the curriculum to ensure
every student was able to take advantage of this
life changing experience.

Global Context

AWARENESS
In professional practice class all students are
required to interview designers and
contractors. Allowing them a first hand
glimpse of their responsibility to collaborators
and possible challenges they might face. Baily
Chu at UNCG put together this list of questions
for her designer interview.

UNDERSTANDING
Working with other students and also real clients
helps students understand outside influence and the
art of pleasing people. During 3rd year studio we
were able to work with Universal Furniture to ensure
a real world job for teams to tackle. This is a board
from Clifton Woods and Grace Tucker final
presentation at UNCG.

ABILITY
Working in teams to present alternative building
methods used around the world. Then the team
created a class exercise to demonstrate and
teach their classmates how it’s done. UNCG
students Hope Tucker and Wulan Bai
demonstrate making mud for adobe structures.

Collaboration

AWARENESS
When teaching Pro Practice I ensure that
students attend multiple industry events such as
this IIDA portfolio review. All opportunities are
made available to students via guest speakers
or other means.

UNDERSTANDING
Ensuring the students understand what the market
expects of them is vital to their success. Reviews
of their work from outsiders in the design field
help them with revisions and layouts of resumes
and portfolios. This is Nicole Nguyen’s final
resume after professional reviews from faculty at
FSU and industry partners.

ABILITY
By requiring students to spend a day shadowing
a professional allows them the one on one time
with a designer in an area of interest. Most
come back excited about the possibilities and
new confidence in their ability to do those jobs.
Janea Aeston at UNCG had a productive day
with Tranquil Designs.

Business Practice & Professionalism

AWARENESS
Human Environments is one of my
favorite courses to teach because
there are so many ways to study
human behavior and how our
profession is truly shaped by the
people around us. This local grocery
mapping project was done by
Queens students Wendy Nance,
Jennifer Wooten, Christian Fidler

UNDERSTANDING
What better way to gain understanding than to see it
first hand. BMW is known for it’s factory automation
and human centered work environment. These Queens
students were amazed at the innovation and efforts
made toward the health and well-being of employees
in the Greenville, SC factory.

ABILITY
Designing for yourself and your fellow
students. The Center at Queens asked
us to redesign their center for student
engagement. The students worked with
the staff and fellow students to reimage and re-create this now well used
space.

Human Centered

AWARENESS
Teaching the process and then allowing students to
practice it and embrace it. Research before the
start of the design process ensures a smoother and
more accurate process. Such as these challenges
found by UNCG student Marie Lemmond while
designing the Bach Ma cultural center in Vietnam.

UNDERSTANDING
What are the process options available to
designers and which one would be best
applied in this specific situation. Many times
it’s hand sketches and perspective drawings
done by Morgan Bryant at UNCG.

ABILITY
Translating all the ideas and process work into a
workable design as a team. Following the steps
leads to satisfying results and well thought out
space planning. These UNCG students work on
planning an RV project together.

Design Process

AWARENESS
Who is your audience and how
best would your information be
received? Students learn
various ways to communicate
with each other and potential
clients. This group of UNCG
students is drawing a full scale
building section, while Wulan
Bai builds a mock model.

ABILITY

UNDERSTANDING

Can students communicate effectively when
they are not around. The challenge with any
poster presentation is you are usually not
around when it is seen by others.

This poster demonstrates this students
understanding of the design process and an
organized easy to understand way of
communicating its application to clients.

Marie Lemmond from UNCG did a great job showing various types of drawings that she uses to
communicate many aspects of he cultural center design design.

Communication

AWARENESS
Reading it in a book can never be as
engaging as being there and absorbing the
energy living history exudes. Queens
students Paula McDonald and Maria Perez
experienced some of this energy with other
students in Frank Lloyd Wrights house and the
buildings of Chicago during this grad student
trip.

ABILITY

UNDERSTANDING

Take the information collected during the
understanding phase and apply it to a
scale paper model.

Study and research the details, the designer and
it’s history. Recreate it as a computer model so
you don’t miss anything.

Jennifer Wooten a Queens student shows two great examples of a history of design project
that included a verbal /visual presentation about the entire building as well as these two
models of the front entry façade.

History and Theory

AWARENESS
At FSU in the fundamentals course students
practiced all the elements and principles
of design in this chair creation project.

UNDERSTANDING
Another use of elements and principles were used
to create this concept door handle design
representing both genders. Project done by FSU
student in the fundamentals course.

ABILITY
The same course took students outside the
classroom to building full scale totems. The
designs were based on historic design trends
this group of students focused on the DeStil
movement, colors, point, line, shape with
balance, proportion and rhythm. Included.

Design Elements and Principles

AWARENESS
Class Exercises and research help students gain
awareness of color theories and combinations. It
also helps them see light rendering differently.
This color separation chart by UNCG student
Kayla Gentry shows color analysis and
breakdown for a fashion runway design project.

UNDERSTANDING

By having students give teaching presentations
to fellow classmates about specific aspects of
color and balance helps them become more
comfortable with a specific topic and learn
from each other. Queens students Wendy
Nance and Kia Johnson presented chapter 8
from the book to classmates.

ABILITY

After learning about color and light students are
then able to apply those theories to the projects
created in studio. Kayla’s ability to communicate
her research and analysis gives viewers a much
clearer understanding of her project direction.

Light and Color

AWARENESS
What does it take to design furniture? Not just create
concepts but actually build them? Maria Perez at
Queens created this furniture series based on a
studio project retail design.

UNDERSTANDING

Creating a set of construction documents
coupled with a full scale model of their
designed light fixtures helped students
understand to value of accurate drawings and
the relationship to product production.

ABILITY
Design a product, draw it out and build it. No
experience is more valuable for students.
Confirmations of good design ideas or changes and
accommodations make for a well rounded learning
experience for these Queens students.

Products and Materials

AWARENESS
How much work does it really take. These
students volunteer their time to paint the
Florence Crinton House in Charlotte.
Making a fresh, new feeling environment
for expecting teens.

UNDERSTANDING
While learning about current environmental
systems I like students to dig deeper into
alternatives. Davy Yang from UNCG put
together this presentation about alternatives to
contemporary HVAC.

ABILITY
Students during materials class had to complete a
library assignment that included researching all
aspects of a specific product line. This included all
of the environmental impacts as well as properties.
Faye Milford from UNCG completed this one.

Environmental Systems & Comfort

AWARENESS

Following up on a presentation on alternative
building solutions Hope Tucker and Marie
Lemmond from UNCG mix mud to allow fellow
students to make their own mud to coat straw
bale homes or make bricks.

UNDERSTANDING

Working with Tiny Houses of
Greensboro, students work with a job
site supervisor to aid in the construction
of a tiny home for the homeless. Lots of
fear but excitement as well since the
students had to cut, place and secure the
lumber.

ABILITY
Students at Triplett Tech worked directly with house
designers from Habitat for Humanity to design and
create house plans for future homes to be built. Plans
included complete floor plans, electrical plans,
elevations, sections and details.

Construction

AWARENESS
Students are taught in various studio and support
classes the basis for barrier-free design and
accessibility. Sustainability is reinforced
throughout all the classes I teach by myself as
well as guest speakers and field trips.

ABILITY

UNDERSTANDING
Understanding is demonstrated in various ways
such as bathroom designs and sustainable
renewable energy research. Class discussions
emerge creating a dialog for students to share
ideas or voice concerns and ideas about
change.

Then they are ready for diagrams such as this
one by Marie Lemmond from UNCG. This life
safety plan demonstrated various aspects of her
design education highlighting her awareness of
patrons well being and safety.

Regulations and Guidelines

